INTRODUCTION
Ultra-fine metal and metal alloy powders have many impotent applications in electronics, dental, and chemical industries [1] [2] [3] [4] . Gold nanoparticles are promising nanocarriers for therapeutics due to their unique optical, chemical, and biological properties [5, 6] . Gold nanospheres can be synthesized by controlled reduction of an aqueous HAuCl solution using different reducing agents under varying conditions. The most commonly used reducing agent is citrate, which can produce nearly mono-disperse gold nanospheres [7, 8] .
Optimizing refers to improving the performance of a system, a process, or a product in order to obtain the maximum benefit from it [9, 10] . Experimental design and optimization are tools that are used to systemically examine different types of problems that arise in research, development and production. It is obvious that if experiments are performed randomly, the results obtained will also be random. Therefore, after defining experimental variables and responses, experiments can be planned and performed in such a way that maximum information is gained from a minimum of experiments [11] .
In recent years, chemometric tools have been frequently applied to the optimization of analytical methods, considering their advantages such as a reduction in the number of experiments that need be executed resulting in lower reagent consumption and considerably less laboratory work. Furthermore, these methods allow the development of mathematical models that permit assessment of the relevance as well as statistical significance of the factor effects being studied as well as evaluate the interaction effects between the factors [12] .
Response surface methodology (RSM) is the most relevant multivariate techniques used in optimization. This methodology is a collection of mathematical and statistical techniques based on the fit of a polynomial equation to the experimental data, which must describe the behavior of a data set with the objective of making statistical previsions [10] . It can well be applied when a response or a set of responses of interest are influenced by several variables. The objective is to simultaneously optimize the levels of these variables to attain the best system performance. In the present work, we have employed RSM for optimization of gold nanoparticle (AuNP) preparation. Predict the best condition for production of smaller gold nanoparticles is our purpose as well.
EXPERIMENTAL Chemicals
Gold (III) chloride hydrate (HAuCl 4 ) and other chemical reagents used were purchased from Merck (Germany).
Preparation of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs)
AuNPs were prepared as described elsewhere [13] . Briefly, 85 ml of filtered deionized water was refluxed in 250 mL flask on a hot plate. Five milliliters of 5 mM HAuCla (2 mg/mL) was added to the above refluxed water and heated to boiling point. Five milliliters of 25 mM sodium citrate solution was quickly added to the boiling solution and stirred for 30 min until the color turned to wine red.
Determination of nanoparticle size and polydispersity
Size and polydispersity of particles were determined with a zetasizer nano particle analyzer using (model 3600, Malvern Instruments, UK)) at 25 °C and scattering angle of 90 °.
Experimental design
Before applying the RSM methodology, it was first necessary to choose an experimental design that will define which experiments should be carried out in the experimental region being studied. There are some experimental matrices for this purpose. Experimental designs for firstorder models (e.g., factorial designs) can be used when the data set does not present curvature. However, to approximate a response function to experimental data that cannot be described by linear functions, experimental designs for quadratic response surfaces should be used, such as three level factorial, namely, Doehlert design and Box-Behenken central composite. In this study, the latter design was used.
Nanoparticles were prepared with different combinations of the values of the three variables according to the Box-Behenken experimental design. The three experimental variables considered were: stirring rate (S, RPM), sodium citrate concentration (C, mM) and ionic strength (IS, mM). All experiments were carried out in duplicate and the sequence of experiments was randomized. Three experimental factors were studied at three levels (Table 1) . These factors were chosen as they were considered to have the most significant effect on the size of nanoparticles. The levels were selected based on knowledge acquired from initial experimental trials. In this design, the experiment in the central point provided a more precise estimate of pure experimental error and is a measure of the adequacy of the model (lack of fit). All statistical analyses were performed on range-scaled factor values of -1, +1 with SPSS 16 software. 
RESULTS
The effect of three factors on average diameter of gold nanoparticles was studied. The experiments were performed in a random order on three levels for each factor using a BoxBehenken design whicht provides enough information for calculation of the regression model containing linear, interactions and curved factor effects. The values of response data for the experiments were also presented in Table 2 . The criteria for the evaluation of descriptive capability of a polynomial were Fisher-ratio value (F), adjusted R 2 and standard error of estimation (SE). It was found that the model which successfully described the size of nanoparticles were polynomials containing various number of terms and different combinations of factors. The related model and its statistics are presented in Table 3 .
DISCUSSION
The results of ANOVA demonstrated that the largest effect on size of nanoparticles were due to interaction between citrate concentration (C), ionic strength (IS) and stirring rate (S). No significant effect was observed due to the individual effects of these factors. However, two interactions of these factors show significant effect on the mean size of nanoparticles. It is interesting to demonstrate that in this study, the quadratic term of citrate concentration was also very significant in influencing the size of the nanoparticles. This means that the respective response hyper-surfaces in the multidimensional factor space are curved in the sphere of the experimental design. The existence of second-order interactions between the principal factors in conditions of our experiments emphasizes the necessity to carry out active multi-factor experiments for optimization of the preparation process of nanoparticles. This indicates that the use of simultaneous method is essential for optimization of gold nanoparticle preparation process. The size of nanoparticles in other experimental conditions was predicted using the equation obtained. When the optimum conditions were tested and the experimental results compared to predicted results, there was a good agreement between the predicted and experimental results for 13 experimental conditions not entered in the modeling (Fig 1) . To assess the suitability of obtained MLR model, the residuals were analyzed statistically, and as Fig 2 shows , the fitting of this model and the model prediction ability is satisfactory. Table 3 .
CONCLUSION
A chemometric approach allows the researcher to determine the best conditions for the preparation of gold nanodispersions using a limited number of experiments. The results showed that particle size regularly changes as a function of citrate concentration, ionic strength and stirring rate. Furthermore, the Box-Behnken design permits the determination of a regression model which describes the dependence of particle size on the experimental parameters employed in the preparation of gold nanoparticles. The existence of second-order interactions between the principal factors in the conditions of our experiments emphasizes the necessity of using simultaneous method for the optimization of gold nanoparticle preparation process.
